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Ceramic Tile Shopping
Guide
Shopping for ceramic tile?
You have many different options, so
we’ve put together this shopping guide
to walk you through both the fun and
the important considerations.

Shop 'Til(e) You Drop

How to Add Value to Your Project
With Natural Stone

Installing Large Format Glass Tile in a
Shower: 10 Steps to Follow

These days, many project owners are
looking to achieve as much value as
possible out of their ventures. And one of
the best ways to maximize a project’s value
is by specifying an enduring, durable, and
high-performance product like natural
stone.

If you're installing large format glass tile in
a shower, do you know what steps to follow
and questions to ask? Installing tile in
showers requires careful preparation given
the extreme environment working showers
create. Large glass tile can add to the
complexity.

True Value

Glass Class

TCNA Makes History With a Powerful
Industry-Wide Material Ingredient
Guide

Tile of Spain Debuts the 2021 Quick
Ship Collection: Featuring Over 150
New Ceramic Series

The Tile Council of North America released
the innovative, first-ever Material Ingredient
Guide at Coverings 2021, a collaborative
resource that provides information for
materials used by North American tile,
mortar, and grout manufacturers. The
Guide is the first resource of this scope to
be released not only in the tile, mortar, and
grout industry, but in the building product
industry at large.

Tile of Spain, the international brand
representing over 120 ceramic tile
manufacturers belonging to the Spanish
Ceramic Tile Manufacturer’s Association
(ASCER), announces the 2021 update of the
Tile of Spain USA Quick Ship Collection. The
new catalog of Spanish tile includes over
150 ceramic series from more than 40
Spanish companies.

Check it Out

Easy Access

2021 CID Award Winner Spotlight: Lakeside Country Club
At Coverings 2021, we honored nine outstanding projects that demonstrated spectacular
craftsmanship and creativity in the use of tile & stone. This week we’re putting the spotlight on the
Commercial Tile Installation winner: Lakeside Country Club by Camarata Masonry Systems, Ltd.

We Have a Winner

Cersaie Presents “Small Talks
Reloaded – To Travel Is To Study“

Have You Added Tile Edge Protection
to Your Installation Project?

Cersaie, happening now, is accustomed to
bringing together people from all over the
world. The architects who took part in the

How often are you including tile edge
protection in your tile assembly
specifications? To deliver high-quality

Small Talk series of conversations online,
are now meeting at Cersaie in Bologna, the
first major trade fair to be held in-person
since the onset of the pandemic, to discuss
the theme of “travelling again”.

installations of ceramic, porcelain, and
stone tile, you must have the hand-skills to
put the entire tile assembly into place along
with the knowledge of what products are
available to finish the project successfully.

Big Ideas

On Edge

Be Inspired: Materials & Trends
Session at Coverings 2021

Be Informed: Workforce & Profits
Sessions at Coverings 2021

Coverings 2021 featured a robust lineup of
learning opportunities tile & stone industry
professionals could enjoy at no cost. Let’s
explore the Materials & Trends sessions
that were designed to inspire, inform, and
educate attendees.

As part of Coverings’ robust conference
program, the Workforce & Profits sessions
were designed to help tile & stone industry
pros discover new and successful business
practices and tactics to better grow and
manage their business.

Inspiration Station

Business Matters

Save the Date for Coverings 2022!
April 5-8, Las Vegas Convention Center
Coverings is the preeminent event for the ceramic tile & natural stone industry in North America for
more than 30 years. Join us in 2022 to discover hundreds of global companies, product innovations,
insights and industry connections you need to grow your business.

Viva Las Vegas
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